VMRay GmbH

**Job-Titel:**
Trainee TechCamp at VMRay (m/f/d)

### Job-Beschreibung

Fresh out of university and ready to kick-start your career in Software Development? TechCamp could be the opportunity you have been waiting for!

We are inviting you to join TechCamp for 6 months to gain practical experience in a professional environment. You will have the opportunity to work with multiple departments (Quality Assurance, Detection, Protection etc.) and learn Python from an external instructor.

### RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Join a dynamic and engaged team and work together in an international environment
- 6-month training program in an international oriented IT-Security company
- Develop your practical skills in programming, testing and software development and take step-by-step responsibility into your role
- Mix of hands-on and (class) trainings in Python
- Different exciting steps and tasks
- Develop and work directly on the development and improvement of our Software Products

### Anforderungsprofil

**REQUIREMENTS:**

- Good to excellent grades in Computer Science or similar fields (e.g. Mathematics), minimum is a Bachelor’s degree
- First programming knowledge (e.g. Python, C#, C++, Java, etc.) and a strong grasp of object-oriented programming
- Fluent in German and English
- Passionate about software development
- Sharp analytical and problem-solving skills, as well as excellent team spirit

### ABOUT VMRAY:

We are a global IT company from Bochum, in the heart of the Ruhr area in Germany. We develop innovative security solutions to detect and defend against cyber-attacks. Our unique hypervisor technology enables secure sandbox analysis of unknown files and is particularly effective against targeted attacks and complex malware.

### APPLY NOW:

If you are looking for an unique opportunity to continuously develop yourself, learn from security experts and work with cutting edge technology, apply now!

**Application Deadline: April, 1st, 2020**

Find more information here: [https://www.vmray.com/techcamp/](https://www.vmray.com/techcamp/)

---

**Kontakt**

**E-Mail:**  
jobs@vmray.com

**Telefon:**  
+49 234 97355400

**Einsatzort:**  
44799 Bochum, Deutschland

**Art der Beschäftigung**  
Vollzeit

**Zeitraum der Beschäftigung:**  
6 months

**Firmenname:**  
VMRay GmbH
Ansprechpartner: Frau Uta Fendt
Jetzt bewerben: jobs@vmray.com

Link zu dieser Stellenanzeige: https://www.stellenwerk-bonn-rhein-sieg.de/jobboerse/absolventenjobs-trainee-techcamp-vmray-mfd-bochum-bo-2020-03-10-305739

Bitte beziehen Sie sich in Ihrer Bewerbung auf https://www.stellenwerk-bochum.de/